SETTING THE RECORD STRAIGHT:
SECTION27 Statement in response to various misleading comments on the
Text book crisis in Limpopo
SECTION27 has noted various unfortunate statements on the text book crisis in Limpopo
as well as attack on the legal action of SECTION27 and comments by COSATU General
Secretary, Zwelinzima Vavi. Below we set out the facts about how this crisis has unfolded
in the last seven months.
We believe there has been a collective failure of many organisations that represent the
poor, including COSATU, SADTU, the churches, the ANC, school governing bodies, and civil
society in allowing an educational crisis, such as that in Limpopo (and other parts of the
country) to develop over months and years.
The most important lesson of the Limpopo text book crisis is a reminder of the need for
ongoing monitoring and action to protect and advance the rights of the poor and
vulnerable in South Africa, in this case learners.
THE FACTS
By the time the National Department of Basic Education intervened in Limpopo in December
2011 – under section 100(1)(b) of the Consitution – it was clear that textbooks were not
going to be available for learners in January 2012.
Between February and May 2012, SECTION27 engaged the national and provincial
departments several times in an attempt to get a commitment from either department that
textbooks would be delivered as a matter of urgency.
In addition SECTION27 contacted senior provincial SADTU officials several times, including
Ronald Moroatshehla, in order to have the benefit of SADTU’s views and understanding of
the crisis and in order to work together to resolve the crisis. SADTU did not respond to
SECTION27.
SECTION27 launched urgent court action only after a number of engagements with the
national and provincial departments and after they repeatedly broke their promise as to
when the textbooks would be provided:




At first we were told that the books would be delivered by mid-March. They were
not.
Then we were told they would delivered by mid-April. Again, they were not.
Then that they would be delivered during May. By this time there was no reason to
believe that the deadline would not shift again. SECTION27 had no choice but to go
to court.

The court case was not only brought by SECTION27 but by a parent and school principal as
well. All were acting in the best interests of learners in Limpopo. In response, the National
Department told the court that a catch-up plan “would be a monumental waste of time and
limited resources”. They also claimed that textbooks are “not essential” to the learning
process. [Both of these claims are made in their answering affidavit].
Even though SECTION27 succeeded in getting a court order for books to be delivered by
June 15th – a date the Minister of Basic Education said was always their intention anyway –
the Department again failed to meet the deadline.
Instead of proceeding back to court to compel the Department to comply with the court
order, SECTION27 chose to meet with the national administrator, Mr Mzwandile Matthews
in Limpopo. On that day we also sought a meeting with the MEC, visited his office and left a
letter requesting a meeting. The MEC was not available. However, the administrator
promised us that all the books would be in schools by 18th June. They failed to meet that
deadline too. The MEC did not reply to our letter.
Again, instead of going back to court, SECTION27 then engaged the National Department
and on June 21st secured a settlement agreement with the Minister and DG. In the
settlement agreement the Department undertook to deliver text books not later than 27th
June. They also agreed that the ‘catch-up plan’ that consisted of extra tuition for learners
and workshops for teachers would be implemented with input from SECTION27.
On 27th June the public and SECTION27 were informed by the Director General of Basic
Education that 98% of text books had been delivered to schools. SECTION27 questioned the
veracity of this figure and this lead to an agreement to appoint an independent team,
headed by Prof Mary Metcalfe, to verify the extent of delivery of textbooks.
Through her findings we learned that in fact on 27 June only 15% of text books had been
delivered. According to Professor Metcalfe by 7 July at least 22% of schools still did not have
any text books and many of those that did receive textbooks received incorrect books and
quantities.
As things stand today, 26th July, we have no information from the Department of Basic
Education as to the completion of the delivery of text books and we receive continued
reports from school principals of shortages.
THE CONSEQUENCES
There are 5,297 schools in Limpopo and approximately 1.7 million learners. All these
learners, except those in former model C schools, are being affected by the failure of the
Department of Basic Education to provide learners and teachers with the necessary learning
and teaching materials.

Although the Department has contested it, a recent report indicated that in a group of 25
schools, 70% of Grade 10 learners failed their mid-year exams.
The Annual National Assessment for the foundation phase learners is due to take place in
September 2012. The Limpopo learners will be unprepared and disadvantaged.
The Limpopo Department of Basic Education has used its 2012/13 budget to purchase books
for 2012. It is therefore not clear where it will find the funds to purchase new text books for
grades 4-9, 11 and 12 in 2013. Or where money for top ups and workbooks for other grades
will come from. Unless this issue is resolved there is a danger that this travesty may be
repeated in the 2013 school year.
Throughout this crisis the National Department blamed the provincial officials for the
failure, and the provincial officials blamed national. The crisis in the Limpopo Department of
Education was not the making of the national department. However, once the national
department intervened under section 100(b), they assumed full responsibility for resolving
it. They still hold that responsibility.
USING THE COURTS
There have recently been a number of criticisms of social justice organisations that use the
courts to advance rights. Minister Edna Molwa has talked about “a war against the state”.
According to the statement issued by SADTU Limpopo: “SECTION27, like any other rightwing force, ran to the Court of Law” to resolve the text books crisis.
This is nonsense. Pro poor organisations that use the courts for the benefit of the poor –
and on behalf of the poor – can never be considered a right-wing action. Progressive propoor organisations, like SECTION27, Equal Education and the Legal Resources Centre, turn to
the courts when there is a failure of government or the private sector, to respect, protect
and advance fundamental rights, including the right to basic education. Further, resort to
the courts is never a first step, but usually comes – as it did in the text book case – only after
attempts to resolve problems through discussion and negotiation have failed.
Members of all unions, use the courts regularly in order to protect their labour rights.
Indeed, labour legislation and the labour courts exist as a result of victories in the workers’
struggle during the last years of apartheid. SADTU and others should appreciate the
important role of the courts in giving expression to the rights of the weaker members of our
society, rather than attacking them.

BELOW WE REPRINT SOME OF THE KEY FINDINGS BY PROF METCALFE (the full report is
available at www.section27.org.za):
“Provinces ordinarily order textbooks before the end of a school year so that these books can

be available when teaching and learning start at the beginning of the next school. The
Limpopo provincial government was unable to order books in 2011 for 2012 because the
province had overspent its budget.
The Cabinet in December placed the Department of Education in Limpopo under
administration in December 2011
For a variety of reasons to be investigated by the Presidential Team (appointed by the
President to investigate the reasons for the delay in the delivery of textbooks), orders began
to be placed with publishers for textbooks for Grade 1-3 and Grade 10 learners only in the
first week of June 2012.
The first court deadline for delivery of these books was 15th June, and this was later
extended to 27th June. Schools closed on 22nd June.
The first books only started arriving in the central warehouse from the 7th June 2012. More
than a million books arrived over a 2 week period, more have arrived since, and more are
expected.
It would ordinarily take an estimated 6 weeks to process these books into school-based
delivery lots, generate the necessary paperwork to track delivery, transport them from the
central warehouse to the district warehouses, and then deliver them to schools.
If the intention was to deliver the material in a 2-week time frame then a much more
comprehensive plan was required with greater resources, capacity and infrastructure than
was made available.
When SECTION27 and the DBE met on 28th June to review compliance against the court
order, the DBE presented figures that tracked movement of the books (that had at that stage
been received) from the central warehouse to the regional warehouses. In fact, the records
of the service providers show that very few of the textbooks had reached schools at that
stage.
The settlement between DBE and SECTION27 required delivery to and receipt of books by
schools by June 27. This clearly did not take place. SECTION27 believed the reports it was
receiving should have been about receipt by schools. The DBE maintains that the reports
were only of dispatch to and from warehouses, and they did not infer delivery to schools.
Whatever interpretation is accepted, both parties agree textbooks were not in all schools by
the 27th June as agreed in the settlement agreement.
By the time deliveries started to schools, they were closed for the school holidays further
compounding delivery difficulties.
Because there was no money in the Limpopo budget for textbooks, the orders had been
rationalized and reduced. When books started arriving many schools could not understand
why they had not received what they had ordered.

Limpopo schools have the poorest communication infrastructure in the country.
Communication with schools had been poor. The circular that explains this was only
dispatched on 29th June when schools were closed.
The pressure to squeeze this complex process into a 2-week process caused weak systems to
buckle, and a full audit of delivery could not be completed because large numbers of proof of
delivery notes had not been returned.
We are unable to make an accurate assessment of how many books have actually reached
schools as yet since not all PODs have been received and captured and we are concerned
about the number of schools that report that they do not have the correct books – in
quantity, in language, or with categories missing. “

7.1. In"order"to"understand"when"Learning"and"Teaching"Support"Material"(LTSM)"was"
ordered,"it"was"necessary"to"clarify"the"events"prior"to"June.""The"ordering"of"
textbooks"in"Limpopo"was"characterized"by"several"false"starts"and"delays"that"
resulted"in"the"orders"only"being"placed"in"early"June."It"is"understood"that"these"
delays"have"been"related"to"legal"complexities"associated"with"the"application"of"
Section"100(b)"of"the"Constitution"to"the"function"of"Education"in"the"Provincial"
Executive"of"the"Limpopo"Province;"the"non"availability"of"funds;"and"legal"disputes"
The following
table, summarizes the chronology of this crisis and some key findings,
with"a"service"provider."
taken from the Metcalfe Report:
"
TABLE'3:''TIMESCALE'AND'SEQUENCE'OF'EVENTS'LEADING'TO'THE'PLACING'OF'TEXTBOOK'
ORDERS'FOR'2012'
2011'
July""
Textbook"procurement"process"begins"in"Limpopo"
October"31"" Head"of"Department"of"Education"in"Limpopo"sent"a"circular"to"district"senior"
managers,"LTSM"and"curriculum"coordinators"and"principals,"initiating"the"
procurement"process"by"urging"them"to"circulate"the"catalogues"to"school."The"
circular"gave"timelines"for"procurement."
"
The'LDOE'had'serious'cashflow'problems'and'projected'serious'overspending'at'the'
end'of'the'financial'year.'It'is'unable'to'proceed'with'the'procurement'of'textbooks'
at'the'end'of'2011'because'the'education'budget'for'2011/12'was'exhausted'before'
the'end'of'2011'and'no'funds'are'available'as'a'consequence'of'a'decisions'by'the'
Limpopo'Provincial'Executive'to'shift'the'funds'allocated'to'textbooks'to'other'
budget'lines.'This'has'the'inevitable'consequence'that'schools'will'not'have'
textbooks'at'the'start'of'the'2012'school'year. '
December" Cabinet"decides"that"Section"100"(1)(b)"of"the"Constitution"will"be"applied"to"Limpopo"
5"2011"
Department"of"Education"as"from"the"12th"December"
December" Section"100(1)(b)"takes"effect"
12"
2012'
January"9" Adminstrator"1"appointed:"R"Swartz"
2012"
January'18' Schools'start'
2012''
January"26" The"DBE"has"reported"that"‘"The"DBE"wrote"to"Mr"Monde"Tom"on"26"January"to"
request"that"funding"for"the"requisitioning"of"textbooks"be"made"available"without"
delay."The"DBE"did"not"receive"formal"correspondence"from"either"Mr"Tom,"or"
National"Treasury"in"this"regard’.""
January"31" Administrator"for"the"Department"of"Basic"Education"1"leaves"
February"1" Adminstrator"2"(A"Karodia)"appointed""
"
FIRST'PROCESS'OF'ORDERING'BOOKS'FROM'PUBLISHERS'BEGINS'
Feburary"
Administrator"for"the"Department"of"Basic"Education"2"appointed"as"accounting"
24"
officer"
March"8"
Publishers"Association"of"South"Africa"(PASA)"email"to"members:"Feedback"from"a"
meeting"with"the"DoE"–"all"publishers"to"check"stock"availability"by"the"30"March"
March'30'
End'of'first'school'term'
April"
Start"of"2012/13"Financial"year"

!

16"

is also

April"3"
April"4"
April'10'
April"11"
April"16"

April"20"
"
April"26"

May"8"
May"10"
May"14"
"
May"17"
May"22"
May"24"

May"25"
"
June"1"
June"8"
June"13"
June"14"
June"15"
June"21"
June'22'
June"25"
June"27"

July"3"

!

Karodia"letter"requesting"DBE"to"procure"on"LDoE"behalf"
PASA"email"to"members:"Publishers"to"collect"orders"from"the"procurement"office."
Start'of'second'school'term'
PASA"email"to"members:"Publishers"should"have"received"their"orders"
PASA"email"to"members:"PASA"and"the"DBE"had"a"meeting,"discussed"the"
procurement"model"and"orders"
Karodia"meeting"with"publishers"(on"11th"and"16th)"in"which"he"effectively"orders"
books"(Reported"to"me"by"DBE)"
PASA"expects"order"to"be"confirmed"after"meeting"Karodia"and"DBE.""
After"meeting"Karodia"informs"publishers"that"DBE"has"taken"over"procurement"of"
textbooks"and"tentative"orders"cancelled.""These"were"cancelled"because"the"data"
used"for"those"orders"were"incorrect"
Communication"from"DG"to"Publishers"that"procurement"process"would"be"
communicated"
SECOND'PROCESS'OF'ORDERING'BOOKS'FROM'PUBLISHERS'BEGINS'
Karodia'cancels'contract'with'EduSolutions'
Karodia"letter"to"Publishers:"Minister"has"finalized"plans"for"procurement"of"textbooks"
–"this"initiated"a"bidding"process"
PASA"email"to"members:"Publishers"to"match"or"better"the"lowest"price"of"titles"on"
the"catalogue"and"CD’s"to"be"collected"from"the"DBE"
Publishers"supply"quotations"for"supply"and"delivery"
PASA"email"to"members:"Dr"Karodia"informing"publishers"that"official"orders"will"be"
released"in"the"week"of"the"14th"May"
Adminstrator"2"leaves"
An"acting"administrator"is"appointed"until"Adminstrator"3"is"appointed"
Court'Judgment'–'textbooks'to'be'delivered'to'schools'by'15'June'
Adminstrator"3"appointed"–"Mzwandile"Matthews"
First"Orders"placed"with"publishers.""These"were"subsequently"withdrawn."Order"were"
not"signed"and"there"were"no"order"numbers."This"would"have"resulted"in"payment"
problems"
LDoE"indicated"that"orders"will"be"issued"from"scratch"
THIRD'PROCESS'OF'ORDERING'BOOKS'FROM'PUBLISHERS'
New"orders"received"between"the"1st"and"13th"June."Publishers"report"that"these"were"
completely"different"and"unrelated"to"earlier"orders.""
Textbooks"were"delivered"to"the"Central"Warehouse"from"the"7th"of"June"2012"until"
10th"July"
Last"orders"placed"with"publishers"
First"Grade"10"Textbooks"leave"the"Central"Warehouse"for"the"regional"warehouses"
Court"deadline"for"books"to"be"delivered"to"schools"
Settlement'agreement'between'DBE'and'Section'27'extending'the'deadline'of'
delivery'of'books'to'schools'to'27th'June'
End'of'2nd'term'
EduSolutions"v""DBE"case"dismissed"by"Gauteng"North"High"Court"
First"Foundation"Phase"books"leave"the"Central"Warehouse"
Revised"settlement"date"for"delivery"of"textbooks"
The"provider"database"shows"that"by"27"June"2012,"94%"of"the"ordered"books"had"
been"delivered"to"the"district"warehouses,"but"only"15%"of"the"books"had"been"
delivered"to"the"schools."
Provider"Database"shows"that"at"3"July,"98%"of"the"ordered"book"had"been"delivered"
to"the"district"warehouses,"but"only"48%"of"the"books"had"been"delivered"to"the"
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For further information or comment contact Mark Heywood: 083 634 8806
[ENDS]

